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WOLFGANG M. SCHMIDT 
Department of Mathematics, University of Colorado, Boulder, 
Colorado 80309 
I f  T is a form of odd degree k with real coeflkients in s variables where 
s > c,(k), then there are integers x , ,..., xs, not all zero, with 1X(x, ,..., x,)1 < 1. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Birch in 1957 [l] could show that 
If F(x, ,..., x,) is a form (i.e., a homogeneous polynomial) of odd degree k 
with integral coeflcients, and ifs > c,,(k), then there is an integer point x = 
6 1 ,..., xS) # 0 with 
F(x) = 0. 
The case k = 1 is trivial, and the case k = 3 had been settled a little before 
the general case by Lewis [7] and by Davenport [unpublished]. Later 
Davenport [5 ] used a somewhat different method to show that one may take 
c,(3) equal to 16. 
Forms with real coefficients are more difficult to deal with. We will show 
that 
If F(x) =X(x, )..,) x,) is a form of odd degree k with real coeficients, 
and ifs > c,(k), then there is an integer point x # 0 with 
P?x>l < 1. U-1) 
This contains the theorem of Birch stated above. But it is to be observed 
that one of the ingredients in our proof will be the method of Birch. The case 
k = 1 is an immediate consequence of a theorem of Dirichlet. The case k = 3 
had been settled by Pitman [8], who showed that one may take c,(3) equal 
to (1314) 2s6. The case k = 5 has not been known until now. In principle, 
constants c,(k) could be computed by our method; but the values obtained 
would be astronomical. 
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Since the form Sr may be replaced by e-i times itself, it follows that if k 
is odd and if s > c,(k), then for every E > 0 there is a nonzero integer point 
x = X(E) with 
Pwl < &- (1.2) 
In order to carry out our inductive proof we will need to establish an 
inequality stronger than (1.1) or (1.2). Given a vector x = (xi ,..., x,) put 
1x1 = m=(lx, L Ix,l), 
and given a form X let 
be the maximum absolute value of its coefficients.’ We will establish that 
given odd k and given a number E, however large, there is a c, = c,(k, E) 
with the following property. If N 2 1 is real and if.F(x) =X(x, ,..., x,) is a 
form of degree k with real coeflcients with s > c2, then there is a nonzero 
integer point x with 
and 
Ixl<N (1.3) 
IY(x)l <N-E IF(. (1.4) 
The constant implicit in 6 depends on k, E. More generally, in what 
follows, the constants in 4 will depend on E, k, h, k, ,..., k,, m, 1. 
Now (1.4) implies (1.2) if N is sufficiently large. The statement just 
formulated is still not strong enough for our inductive argument. Like Birch 
we have to deal with simultaneous relations satisfied by several forms, and 
we have to find not one, but several linearly independent integer points. With 
every form F of degree k there is associated a form 
which is linear in each vector x1 (1 < i < k) and symmetric in the k vectors 
x, ,..., xk, and such that 
.2-(x) = H-(x,..., x). 
Our main result is 
‘This convention is slightly different from the one in [ 111. 
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THEOREM 1. Given h > 1, m 2 1 and odd numbers k, ,..., k,, and given a 
number E, however large, there is a constant 
c3 = q(k, ,..., k, ; m, E) 
as follows. If N > 1 is real and if& ,..., F,, are forms with real coeflcients 
of respective degrees k, ,..., k, in x = (x, ,..., x,) where s > c3, then there are 
m linearly independent integer points x(l),..., x(m) with 
and 
I x(i)l < N (1 <i<m) (1.5) 
J&(x(i,),..., x(ikJ)( Q NeE 131 (1 <j<h; 1 Qil ,..., i,,<m). (1.6) 
In particular it follows that 
Iq(x(i))l < NBE 151 (l<j<h;l<i<m). (l-7) 
Suppose now that F,,,..., Fh are forms with integral coefficients of 
respective odd degrees k, ,..., k,. Put 
G=max(L Ill,..., \%I>, (1.8) 
3(x) = G- ’ q(x) (1 <j< h). 
Suppose that s > c3(k, ,..., k,; m, a-‘) = c,(k, ,..., k,; m, a), say. Apply 
Theorem 1 with N = N, G’, where N,, = N,(k, ,..., k, ; m, E) is to be chosen in 
a moment. We obtain m linearly independent integer points x(l),..,, x(m) 
with (1.5), (1.6). In particular we have (x(i)1 Q N0 G’ (i = l,..., m), and for 
1 Q j Q h, 1 < i, ,..., i, < m, we have 
I $(x(i,),..., GJ)l = G I~(x(i,),..., x(ikj))l 
< GN-“’ 
< N,- I”, 
so that 
Ig(x(i,),..., x(ikj))J < l/kj! 
if N, was chosen large enough. Since kj! $ has integer cc&Cents, 
$(x(i,) ,...) x(ikj)) = 0. Thus we have 
THEOREM 2. Given h > 1, m > 1 and odd numbers k, ,..., k,,, and given 
E > 0, however small, there is a constant c, = c,(k, ,..., k, ; m, E) such that if 
59 , ,..., Y, are forms of respective degrees k, ,..., k, with integer coeficients in 
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x = (x, ,...) xs), where s > c,, then gl ,..., Sh vanish on an m-dimensional 
subspace tihich is spanned by integer points x(l),..., x(m) having 
(x(i)1 < G’ (i = l,..., m), 
where G is given by (1.8). 
Suppose F is a field with the property that for every k > 1 there is a c5 = 
c,(k, F) such that every “diagonal equation” 
a,xt+ ... +a,xf=O 
with s >, c, and with coefficients in F has a nontrivial solution in F. Then it 
was shown by Brauer [4] that there is, for every k > 1, a c6 = c,(k, F) such 
that every form F(x) = Y(x, ,..., xs) of degree k with coefficients in F in at 
least c6 variables possesses a nontrivial.zero with components in F. 
The result of Brauer is not applicable to the rational field 0, since 
diagonal equations of even degree with positive rational coefficients possess 
no nontrivial rational solutions. But it is known from the Circle Method that 
for odd k there is a cg = c,(k, Q) such that every diagonal equation (1.9) 
with s > c, and with rational coefficients has a nontrivial rational zero. The 
theorem of Birch quoted at the beginning is now a consequence of the 
following variation on Brauer’s theorem: If F is a field with the property that 
for every odd k there is a c, = c5(k, F) such that every diagonal equation of 
degree k with coefficients in F and in at least c5 variables has a nontrivial 
solution in F, then for every odd k there is a c, = c6(k, F) such that every 
form of degree k with coefficients in F and in at least c, variables has a 
nontrivial zero with components in F. 
We too will require a result on diagonal forms as a starting point. More 
precisely, everything will depend on 
PROPOSITION A. Suppose E > 0 and suppose 
g(x) = d,x: + ... + d,x: (1.10) 
is a diagonal form of odd degree k with integer coefJicients and with 
s > c,(k, E). Then there is an integer point x # 0 with 
qx) = 0 and 1x1 Q max(L 191’). (1.11) 
This proposition is a special case of Theorem 2. It was proved in [ 111. 
Earlier, Birch [2] had proved a weaker result with the exponent E in (1.11) 
replaced by (l/k) + E. Our deduction of the main theorem from the 
proposition will follow the general line of Birch’s proof [ 11. In fact, as has 
been pointed out by Birch [2], it had been known to him and Davenport 
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since 1957 that the proposition implies the result stated in our abstract at the 
beginning. The more difficult task was the proof of the proposition. 
I. DIAGONAL FORMS 
2. RESULTS FOR DIAGONAL FORMS 
We can admit even as well as odd exponents k if we look for small values 
not only of forms 
but for small values of expressions 
with s arbitrary + or - signs. Rather than to write all these signs, we 
introduce the following notation. If k is odd, we let X be the set Z of 
integers. If k is even, we let X be the set of products UC where u is in Z and [ 
is a (2k)th root of unity. In both cases X is closed under multiplication. X” 
will denote s-tuples x = (xi ,..., x,) with components in X. We are interested 
in the value set of Y’(x) with x E x”. 
PROPOSITION B. Suppose E > 0, k > 1, and s > c,(k, E). Then given a 
diagonal form g(x) as in (1.10) with integer coeflcients in s variables, there 
is a nonzero x in X” with (1.11). 
This proposition was proved in [ 111. For odd k it is the same as 
Proposition A. Our task in Part I will be a proof of 
PROPOSITION C. Given k > 1 and given E, however large, there is a 
constant cg = c,(k, E) with the following property. Let P(x) be a nonzero 
diagonal form of degree k with real coeflcients in at least cg variables. Then 
for real N > 1 there is a nonzero x E x” with 
1x1 <N and IP(x)I <N-E [LPI. (2.1) 
Proposition C for odd k is a very special case of our main theorem, with 
< strengthened to <. Schlickewei [lo] had shown that if LY is a diagonal 
form as above, with at least c,,(k, E) positive and at least c,,(k, E) negative 
coefficients, then for each N > 1 there is a nonzero x E Zs with nonnegative 
components having 
lxl<N and 19(x)1 < N--k+FILF1. 
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The exponent here was essentially best possible. For results in a smaller 
number of variables but with weaker exponents of N, see Birch and 
Davenport [3] for quadratic forms, and Pitman [9] for forms of higher 
degree. 
If ST is an arbitrary form and if E > 0, put 
if there is a nonzero x E x” with 
If this is the case, put 
P-(xl < J% 
o(Sr, E) = min ] x 1, 
(2.2) 
where the minimum is over nonzero x E X” with (2.2). If Sr;6 E, put 
o(Sr, E) = 00. Clearly 
& > E’ implies o(s’, E) < w(F, E’). (2.3) 
Write x A u, if xiui = 0 (i= l,..., s). Given a diagonal form 58 and a 
diagonal form A = A(y) = M( y1 ,..., y,), write 
LP-+Jf 
if there are nonzero x i,...,xt in x” with xiAxj (l<i<j<t) such that 
-0) = Y(y,x, + ... +ytx,), i.e., 
M(y) = Yyx,)yi + . . . + Y(xJy:. (2.4) 
If this is the case, put 
~(9~4 = min ma4 x1 I,..., lx&, 
where the minimum is over xi,..., xt as above with (2.4). Put w(Y,A’) = co 
if 4p t, A’. It is clear that LY --t .L and X =S E implies Y =S E, and in fact 
that 
o(PP, &) < VW, 4 w(J, e). (2.5) 
Denote the number of variables of a form 7 by s(X), Proposition C now 
says that 
if U(x) is a diagonal form With s(9) > cg(k, E), then 
(2.6) 
for N> 1. 
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We begin with simple reductions. Suppose we can prove the conclusion for 
s > c,,(k, E) and N 2 c,,(k, E). Then how can we deal with 
I <N < c,,(k, E)?* In this case it will suffice to show there is an x E A’” with 
IxI= 1 and IWx>l < ? 1~1, (2.7) 
where q = c12(k, E)-E. If s > r,-‘, then there will be pi, ~j with i #j and 
IHAil - IAjll < V lipI* 
So (2.7) will be true if we choose xi, xj in X with /Xi I = IxjJ = 1 and 
A,xf + Ajxj = IAil - IAjl, and all the other components of x equal to 0. It is 
now clear that 
it will suflce to prove Proposition C for large values of N, say for 
N > c, z(k, El. 
Choose 6 > 0 so small that 
26 + (E + 2443 + ($)) < 1. (2.8) 
Proposition C is obvious if there is a Li with IAil < NeE 191. So we may 
suppose that NpE jY[ < IAil < 191 for each Ai. Cover the interval 
-E < a < 0 by a finite number of intervals of length 6. Given any t, however 
large, and given s which is large as a function of t and E, one of these 
intervals will be such that at least t of the pi are of the type Izi = fNai with 
ai E I. We may suppose that this holds for A, ,..., A,. Put 
L = Ndmax(lA,I,...,~~,~) and choose natural ql,...,ql, each as large as 
possible, with 
lli b7”a. (i = l,..., t). 
Since L/l&l > NS, we have 
Ini145GL (i = I,..., t) (2.9) 
if N is sufficiently large. Further qf < L/IAil <N*” (i= l,..., t). Suppose 
Proposition C is true for 
and with 
J(Y) = MY: + ‘.’ + kl:Y: 
N,=N’ E+iS)l(E+(1/8)) 9 E, = E + (+) 
’ For general, nondiagonal forms, it is not so easy to deal with small values of N, and hence 
the presence of < (rather than < ) in our main theorem. 
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in place of N, E. Then 
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Since w(U,A) < N2” and since I&I < N2’ 191, we have 
o(Y, N-E 191) < ~(9, N-E-2’ IAl) 
< y(Y,A’) o(M, N-E-2S IAl) 
< N2”No 
<N 
by (2.8). 
What is special about A is that by (2.9) each of its coeffkients is at least 
4 1-4’1 in absolute value. By what we said it is clear that if Proposition C is 
true with E + ({) in place of E for forms Y with 
f191<lnil<lu19 (2.10) 
then it is true with E for general forms. By homogeneity we may replace 
(2.10) by 
I.YpI=l andi<lAil<l (i = l,..., s). (2.11) 
It now will suffice to prove the following two statements. 
(i) The conclusion of Proposition C is true for 0 < E < f for forms 9 
with (2.1 l), provided only that s > c,,(k, E). 
(ii) The conclusion of Proposition C is true for E for forms LF with 
(2.1 l), provided only that s > c,Jk, E) and that Proposition C is true for 
E - (2) for general diagonal forms. 
3. THE ANALYTIC METHOD 
We may suppose that s is even, say 
s = 2t, 
and that L 1 ,..., A, are positive and A,,, ,..., I,, are negative. Under these 
conditions we wish to estimate the number 2 of solutions of 
IsP( < N-E [LPI= N-E (3.1) 
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in integer points x = (x, ,..., x,) E Z” subject to 
1 ~Xi~N (i = l,..., s). (3.2) 
Our hope to show that Z > 0 by the brute force of analysis may be 
somewhat naive; so at least we allow ourselves the luxury of choosing s very 
large. 
Put 
e=(4k+4E)-‘(k+2E+2)-‘, 
m=l in the case (i), 
= dk E - (a>> in the case (ii), 
n = c,(k, e). 
Set 
h=mn 
and choose q > 0 so small that 
(3.3) 
(3.4) 
(3.5) 
(3.6) 
lOKhr,r < 1, 
where K = 2k-‘. Now let s be so large that 
(3.7) 
(2k+2E+2)(s-hh l)-‘,<q. (3.8) 
In what follows, the constants in < may depend on s (in addition to k, E). 
But observe that if Proposition C is true for a particular value of s, then it 
also holds for larger values of s. We will assume N to be large. 
Put e(x) = eZXiX. 
LEMMA 1. We have for real Q 
Proof. See [5, Lemma 501. 
Instead of working with ((sin ~a)/na)~ we could work with ((sin 7ca)/rra)‘, 
where r is large, and this would give us some advantage since the latter 
function tends to zero more rapidly. However, here and throughout we can 
afford to be very wasteful, on account of the strength of Proposition B. 
Substituting N”Q for Q and making the substitution p = NEa we get 
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Define 
S(a) = t e(axk), 
x=1 
I(a) = IN e(ax”) ak 
0 
Substituting i”(x) for Q into (3.9) and taking the sum over x subject to (3.2) 
we obtain (after changing /3 back to a) 
NE cc I S(A, a) ‘. . S&a) --oo 
( sin;N-E)zdo 
Similarly, by taking integrals instead of sums, we obtain 
NE m 
I 
I@, a) ... 1(&a) 
--co 
( sinzNWE)zda 
= (1 - NE IY(x)l) dx. 
(3.10) 
(3.11) 
The right-hand side of (3.10) is a lower bound for Z. The general idea now 
will be to show that the right-hand side of (3.11) is large (which is easy) and 
to show that the left-hand sides of (3.10) and (3.11) differ little (which will 
present difficulties). 
LEMMA 2. The right-hand side of (3.11) is 
*W-E-k. 
ProoJ: Make the substitution y, = NE (Ai1 A$ (i = l,..., s). Then dXi = 
N-E/k(IZil-l/kk-I~Il/k)-l dyi, and the integral in question becomes 
N-Eslk)& . . . AsJ-llkk-s 
times 
I 
IAIINE+k (AsIN”+’ 
. 
0 lYl+ +yr-Yr+l- --Yzd< I I 0 
x (1 - Iy, + ... fy, -yt+, - ... -yzrl) (y, -Y,)“‘~‘-’ dy, (3.12) 
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because of our special convention on the signs of AI ,..., AS, The domain 
$NE+k<yi < $NE+, (i = l,..., t), 
&NEfk <yi < $NE,k (i = t + l,..., 2t - l), 
IY, + ‘.. +y,--Yt+, - ... -J&l <t 
is contained in the domain of integration of the integral (3.12). The volume 
of this domain is 
slv E+k)(s-1) 9 
and the integrand in the domain is 
9 RT(E+k)s((l/k)-1) 
9 
so that the integral (3.12) is s N(E+k’((s’k’- ‘), and the right-hand side of 
(3.11) is g, N--EslkN(E+k)((Slk)-l) = NS-E-k. 
LEMMA 3. 
i IPI <(1/2k)N’-k 
??(A, a) . ‘. S&a) 
ProoJ We note that 
II(/ljcl)l = jN c?(AjarXk) dx j 
0 
= k-1 Isa\-‘/” ‘*‘a’Nke(t)t’~:k’-l dt 
s 0 
The integral on the right is bounded as a function of the upper limit of 
integration. This gives the first estimate in 
nil < min(lal-“k, N); (3.14) 
the second estimate is obvious. Thus 
1(&a) .f. 1(&a) 
( sinaxNPE) 2da 
-g N-ZE I ,a,>~l,2k)N1-k’a1-5/kda 
< N(k-l)Uslk)-l)-ZE 
= o(NS-k-2E). 
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Thus by the preceding lemma, 
It remains to compare the integral here with the one in (3.13). 
s(Aja) = x$, @jak) = i: e(f(x)), 
x=1 
say, where 
If'(X)1 = Jkljaxk-‘1 Q kNk-’ Ial< f 
in our interval of integration. Furtherf”(x) is of constant sign. Thus by van 
der Corput’s Lemma (6, Lemma 161, 
S(lLja) = I(AjCZ) + 0( 1). (3.16) 
From (3.14) and (3.16) we get 
IS&a) ... S(A,a) -I&a) ... 1(&a)/ 4 min(lal-“k,N)s-‘. 
The left-hand sides of (3.13), (3.15) have a difference 
< N-2E+s-1 
i ,=, <N-k da + N-2E 
<N- ZE+s-k-l 3 
whence Lemma 3 follows, 
LEMMA 4. 
S(A, a) . S(L, a) ( Sin;N-E)2da<NS-k-2E-ls 
Proof. The left-hand side is not bigger than 
f = Ns-k-2E-‘. 
Suppose for a moment that 
i (l/zkLv-k< Ial <Ark+=+’ 
S&a) ... S&a) 
( sin;NdE) 2da 
< 2NS-k-ZE-1. 
607/38/Z-3 
(3.17) 
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It then follows from Lemmas 3 and 4 that the integral over the real line is 
9 NSekPZE, and in view of (3.10) it follows that 
Z 4 NS-k-E > 0 
if N is large. 
4. THE HARD CASE 
We may thus suppose that (3.17) is false. There is an a in 
$7-k < Ia( < Nk+ZE+l (4.1) 
with 
IS(A,a) ... S@,a)( > NS-2k-2E-2. 
If, say, ] S@, a)] > . > ] S&a)], then the left-hand side here is 
< IS(Lha)(S-h+‘Nh-‘, 
and we have 
Is(Aia)l AN’-‘*kt*E+*)/(s-h+l) >+?I (i = l,..., h) (4.2) 
by (3.8). 
At this point we need 
LEMMA 5. Suppose that q > 0, that N > c,,(k, q) and that 
C>Nl-(l/K)+r), where K = 2k-‘. If /3 is such that 
/ &W+)( >C? 
then there is a natural 
q < (N,‘C)“N” with 
where 1) .. . 1) denotes the distance to the nearest integer. 
ProoJ This is a corollary of [6, Lemma 11, and is an easy consequence 
of the Weyl Inequality. 
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In view of (4.2) and (3.7) we can apply Lemma 5 with C =N’-* and 
/3 = I, a. We obtain natural numbers q, ,..., q,, with 
qi < NZK” and I)oAiq,l) Q N-k+2KV (i = l)..., h). 
Setting q = q, q2 ... qh we have 
q < NZKhr, and ([a&q/( < N-k+2Khv (i = l,..., h). (4.3) 
With suitable integers g, ,..., gh we have 
whence 
ldiq - g,( < NbktzKhn (i = l,..., k), (44.4) 
4 = gdaq + .4 (i = l,..., k), 
where, for large N, 
lpi/ & (a~i(-1N-kt2Kh* <4kN-‘f2Kh* <Np415 (i = I,..., k) 
by (4.4), (2.1 l), (4.1), and (3.7). So with x = (x, ,..., xs)= 
(YI , . . . . yh9 0 ,..., 0) = (y, 0) we have 
w> = @I)-’ J?Y) + J(Y) (4.5) 
where Y has integer coefficients and where 
(d( < N-4’5. (4.6) 
From (4.1), (4.3), (4.4) we obtain 
Igil Q 2Nk+ZE+‘+2Khv (i = l,..., k), 
and therefore for large N, 
Is’\ < Nk+2E+2. 
Suppose at first that 
(i) 0 <E Q f. In view of Proposition B, and since 
(4.7) 
k = nm = n = cg(k, 0) 
by (3.4), (3.5), (3.6), there is a nonzero y f Xh with g(y) = 0 and with 
(yl Q max(1, [g[“) < 1V(k’2E+Z’e Q N1”4k’ 
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by (4.7) and (3.3). With x = (y, 0) we have for large N, 
19(x) = Id(y)1 < h VI lylk Q hN-4’SN”4 < N-“’ <N-E 
by (4.6). Next, 
(ii) suppose that Proposition C holds for E - ($) in place of E. We 
have h = nm by (3.6); write 
Y = (Y ,,***3 ym > 7 F’(Y) = Fl(Y 1) + ‘. + ~‘,(YA 
J(Y) =-4(y1> + ‘.’ +4(Ym)9 
where each y, has IZ components. Since n = c,(k, 0) by (3.5), there are 
nonzero y, ,..., y,,, in x” with 
q(y,) = 0 and lyil < max(1, \LF]“) ( N(kt2Ef2’e (i = l,..., m). 
Setting x = zlyl + ‘.. + z,y, we have 
P(x) = qz,y, + “’ + z,y,) =~(Y,>z: + ‘.’ +4(y,>z”, =J-(z), 
say. So 9 -+,/t” with 
v/(9,,,+‘) < IV(kt?-Et2)6 < min(N(‘/4k), N(‘/4E)) 
and 
l-x- < n lJ\ ‘y(ip, -“?k a-4’SN1’4 < N-1’2. 
But since s@‘) = m = c,(k, E - (b)), we have w(J’“, NeEf (1/4) [J-I) < N for 
any N, in particular, replacing N by N1-(1/4E), we have 
c&4’; N- (l-(1/4E))(E-(l/4)) I- I)\ 4” < Nlb’l’4E’. 
Thus 
~(9, NpE 191) = w(P, N-E) Q y(Y, A-) o(A‘, N-E) 
< N’/(dE) w(J”, N- E+ (l/2) I-/q) 
& N”‘4E’~(JY, N- Cl-(1/4E))(E-l/4)) pq) 
< N’/‘dE’N’ -(l/4,3 
\ 
< N. 
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II. GENERALFORMS 
5. INDUCTION ON THE DEGREE 
The main theorem will be proved by induction on the (odd) values of 
k = max(k, ,..., k,,). (5.1) 
The case k = 1 is proved by the usual box principle. We may suppose that 
I&)=...=lFhl= 1. G iven N > 1, consider the points z E Z” with 
0 < Zi <N. There are 
WI + 1)’ 
such points z, where [ ] denotes the integer part. Given such a z, the point 
P(Z) = (ss;(x)Y**9 4(x)) 
lies in the h dimensional cube C: 0 <p , 1 ,..., p,, Q sN. Let r be the integer in 
([N] + l)““‘- 1 <r < ([NJ + l)? 
and divide C into t” subcubes of side sN/r. Since rh < ([N] + l)“, two points 
p(z), p(z’) will lie in the same subcube. Then x = z - z’ has 0 < I x ] < N, and 
for i = l,..., h, 
[ST;(x)1 < sN/r < sN(([N] + l)S’h - 1)-l 
< N-E 
if, say, 
s>c,,(h,E)=c,(l~-$ LE). 
So Theorem 1 is true for k = m = 1. More generally it is true for k = 1 
with c3( l,..., 1; m, E) = mc,(l,..., 1; l,E). 
Before commencing with the induction we introduce more notation. If 
F=.F(x) =X(x, ,..., xS) and F = 5?(y) = g(yl ,..., v,) are forms, write 
if there are t linearly independent integer points x1 ,..., xt with 
F?(Y 1 ,...,Yt) = my,x, + . . . + Ytxl). (5.2) 
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This definition differs from the one given in Section 2 for diagonal forms. 
Put 
w(F, 3) = min max((x, I,..., (x1(), 
where the minimum is over x, ,..., x, with (5.2). Put w(F, ,‘F) = co if F t, 3. 
It is easily seen that as long as s(X) is bounded, .F+ F implies 
pl e lq vv, w. (5.3) 
Suppose now that F+F and 3:‘+R, say ;iv(z ,,..., z,)= 
.%(z,y, + “’ + z,y,). Writing yi = ($,..., yj’)) and setting xci) = 
yii’x, + ‘. + y”)x t 1’ we have 
X(2, )...) ZJ = jT(z,x(I) + ” + Z[X(‘)), 
whence ST + R. In fact 
so that 
as long as c = s(Y) is bounded. 
If s(F) > m, write 
where the minimum is over all sets of m independent points y(l),..., y(m) 
with ly(i)l < N (i = l,..., m). Clearly 
N > N’ implies 
Suppose that .F -+ F with (5.2). We then have the identity 
@(w(l) )...( w(k))=zqw,(l)x, + “. + wt(l)x,,..., 
w,(k)x, + .” + w,(k)x,) (5.7) 
in the k vectors w(l),..., w(k). In particular, if we put 
x(i) =y,(i)x, + ... +y,(i)x,, 
where y(l),..., y(m) are points with [y(i)1 Q N and 
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Ie4lL x&))l = laY(i,),..., Y(k))1 < Q,(F, N). 
Here I x(i)1 < Nt max(l x1 I,..., I xJ) & Ntv(F, g) = Ns(F) yl(Sr, g), so that 
f&,(6 WY) w(A r’)) < fJ,(r, N). (5.8)’ 
6. A SINGLE FORM 
Suppose now that k > 1 is odd and that Theorem 1 has already been 
proved for forms of odd degrees less than k. Our next aim will be to prove 
the theorem for a single form fl of degree k. 
LEMMA 6. Suppose k > 1, 12 1, E > 0. Now ifX is a form of degree k 
with s(F) > c,6(k, I, E), and if N > 1, then there is a form .F with Sr + F 
and 
~(6 y) Q N, 
and where F is a form in 1 + 1 variables, of the type 
Y =Ayk+2qz I,..., q) + J(Y, z1 ,-**, z,) 
with 
IAl <N-E IFI. 
(6.1) 
(6.2) 
Here the constant in 4 depends on k, 1, E. 
Proof: The construction of F is in two steps. 
Let e(l),..., e(h) be the first h unit vectors in R,. Consider the forms 
(6.3) 
where u takes all the odd values from 1 to k - 2, and p, ,..., pk-,, all the 
values from 1 to h. The total number of the forms (6.3) is less than kh’, and 
each is of odd degree <k - 2 in x. Each form (6.3) has 
IjFcpI,...,pk-“I Q P-1. 
So by the part of Theorem 1 which we already know, we see that for 
s > c,,(k, h, E) there is an integer point x,, # 0 with 
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and 
Wp ,,..., p~&o)I 4 N-E-k 1x1, (6.4 ) 
for all the forms (6.3). The constant in < here depends on k, h, E. We may 
choose x0 so that the number v(xO) of its nonzero components does not 
exceed c,,(k, h, E). 
In the second step write x = (xi ,..., x,,, 0 ,..., 0) and consider the forms 
Y”(X) = Lqx() ,..., xg, x, . . . . x)9 tk-o- cu- (6.5 1 
where u takes the odd values from 1 to k - 2. There are fewer than k such 
forms, and each is of odd degree less than k. Each of the forms (6.5) has 
Again using the part of Theorem 1 which is known, we see that for 
h 2 c,,(h, 1, E) there will be independent integer points x, ,..., xl+, with 
IXiI <N (i = l,..., 1 + 1) 
and with 
l@~(xil,***, Xi,)1 < NeEpk 1~01~ 1x1 (1 < i ,,..‘, i, < I+ 1) (6.6) 
for odd v in 1 <v<k-2. 
Now set h = c,,(k, Z, E). We can carry out both steps if s > c,,(k, h, E) = 
c,,(k, c,,(k, 1, E), E). We may suppose without loss of generality that x,.,, 
x1 ,..., x, are linearly independent. 
Writing 
F(Y, z I,“‘, z,) =sT(yxo + -71x1 + “’ + Z&) 
we have ST-+ Y and 
F is of the form (6.2) with 
1 = qxo), ST;@, 9-**, z,) =sT(z*xl + “. + z,xJ 
and 
JY, z1 Y.--Y ZJ 
k-l k 
=F- 
L 
0 u=1 2.4 
0 )...) yxo,zlxI+ . ..+z.x, )...) z,x,+ . ..+z.x,) 
-- Y-u 
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say. Now if u is odd, then 
141 Q wE-& IFI ‘,y, I~jl)~-” 
< N-E 1x1 
by (6.4). On the other hand, if u is even, so that k - u = v, say, is odd, then 
by VW, 
It follows that 
LEMMA 7. Suppose k > 1, 12 1, t > 1, E > 0. Now ifN > 1 and ifs’ is 
a form of degree k with s(Y) > c,,(k, 1, t, E), then there is a form g with 
R-+g and 
~(6 g’t) < N, (6.7) 
and with g being a form in I + t variables, of the type 
g=n, y:+ ... +&Y: +s7;(zl v.. , z,) +J(Y~, . . . . yt, zl,..., q), (6.8) 
where 
I&l <N-E (F(. (6.9) 
Proof. The case t = 1 is Lemma 6. By the case t - 1 we see that if 
s(F) > c,,(k, h, t - 1, 3E + 3k), then K+ &“;- 1 with 
~(6 g- ,) < i’P3 (6.10) 
and with 
~-,=~,y:+~~‘+I,_,y:-,+~-,(z,, . . . . zk)+~~l(Y1~...~Yl-l~zI~.‘.~zk) 
and 
Id’-,) 4 N-E-k 1.F). 
From (6.10) we get 
I&-,[ Q ~(~,~-,)~lSTlgN~‘~lSrl, 
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I.F-, I << Nk’3 1x1. 
The constant in < may depend on s(9) here. 
Now if h > cr6(k, 1,3E + 3k), then by Lemma 6 we have ;“;-, + Y, where 
w(2+- 1, .Y) ,< N”3 (6.11) 
with 
and 
F = n, y: + 5(z, )...) z,) +J(y,, Zl,..., ZJ, 
I < N-” 1.2-1. 
Say F(Y,, z1 ,..., ZJ =sT;-r(y$,, + zlxl + ... + z!x,) with 
lxil < ~(;7;- l, p) < N1’3 (i = 0, l,..., I). 
Here x0, x1 ,..., x, are points with h components. Put 
qy, ,***, Y,, z1,***, z,) = cq- l(Y I,***, Y(- 1, Y,X, + ZI x1 + “. + z,x,); 
this makes sense since g;;- 1 has t - 1 + h variables. From (5.4), (6.10), 
(6.11) we get 
w(~,~~)~w(~,.~~-,)~/(~,-,,~~,)~N~’”, 
so that w(X, FJ <N if N is large. Further 
q=n,y:+ “’ +&Y:+.qz, ,..., z,) +L+qy ,,..., y,, z ,,..., z,), 
where 
.-~==(Y,,Z,,...,z,)+~~Y;_,(Y,,...,Y,_,,y,xo+Z,x,+ .” +z,x,). 
Here 
I-4 & I-XI + I4 I I . (w(&- I9 35 1)” 
4 N-E IFI+ NpEpk IFI Nk’” 
Q N-E 1x1. 
To summarize: Setting h = c,,(k, I, 3E + 3k) and s = s(X) = 
c,,(k, h, t - 1, 3E + 3k), the assertion holds with a constant in (6.9) which 
depends on k, 1, t, E, provided that N is large as a function of k, I, t. E. It is 
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then clear that the assertion holds for N > 1, at the possible cost of making 
the constant in (6.9) larger. It is further clear that the assertion is also true 
for larger values of s, with a’constant in (6.9) which depends on k, I, I, E but 
is independent of s. 
The following is an obvious 
COROLLARY. Supposek>l,t>l,E>O.ThenifN>landifYisa 
form of degree k with s(F) > c,,(k, t, E), then 
x+&y: + . . . + &Y: + vR;(Y, ,...9 Y/o = q, (6.12) 
say, where 
Now choose t = mc,(k, 3E + 3k), where cg is the constant of 
Proposition C, and let 7 be a form with s(F) = c,,(k, t, 3E + 3k). There is 
for N > 1 a form g with (6.12) and with 
wW, g;) 4 N”3, I&I< N-E-k 1x1. (6.13) 
Here I .%I < ~(7, gJk [RI& Nk IFJ, so that also the form 
Y(y) = 1, y: + ... + I& 
has 
By Proposition C and by our choice of t, there are m nonzero integer points 
y(l),..., y(m) with y(i) A y(j) (1 < i <j ( m) and with 
ly(i)l< N”3 and /4p(y(i))l< NeEPk )4al$ NeE [Sri (i = l,..., m). (6.14) 
We have 
IOWA,..., dik))i 4 wE p-1 (1 < i, ,..., ik < m), 
since the left-hand side is zero unless i, = ... = ik. On the other hand, 
b&(4),..., y(h))1 Q Nk” 141 Q NmE IFI (1 < iI )...) ik < m). 
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In other words, 
Q&q, N”3) <N-E (Fl. 
For large N we have N”‘s(g) w(X, z) <N by (6.13), so that by (5.6), 
(5.81, 
This proves Theorem 1 for our particular k and for h = 1. 
7. SEVERAL FORMS 
We finally proceed to prove the main theorem for h forms 6 ,...,Yh of 
respective degrees k, ,..., k,, and with our given value of k in (5.1). The case 
h = 1 was done in the preceding section. We proceed by induction on h. By 
the case h - 1 we can choose 
n = c3(k, ,..., k,; m, 3E + 3k). 
Suppose that s = c3(k, ; n, 3E + 3k). Then 
fi,(T, N”-’ I;T;I) < N-E-k I;rlI, 
SO that there are n independent integer points z(l),..., z(n) with ) z(i)1 < N’/3 
and 
I&(Z(i,),..., &))I <N-E-k 151 
Define new forms 
(1 < i, ,..., i, < n). 
%Y I,“‘, Y,)=.qY,w + ‘.’ +v,z(n)> (j = l,..., h): 
Then 
I~JIN-~-~I~‘J, (7.1) 
Iql< Nklql (j = 2,..., h). (7.2) 
By our choice of n, there are m independent points y(l),..., y(m) E h” with 
1 y(j)1 < Nil3 and 
I.$(y(i,),..., y(ik))l < NAEek 131 < NpE 131 
(2 Q j ,< h; 1 < i, ,..., i, < m). (7.3) 
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On the other hand by (7.1), 
I .E; WL.., Y(4))l 4 WE IT I (1 Q i, )...) ik < m). (7.4) 
Put 
x(i)=y,(i)z(l)+ ... +y,(i)z(n) (i = I,..., m). 
Then Ix(i)1 @ N213, whence Ix(i)1 < N if N is large. Moreover, by the identity 
(5.71, 
~j(X(i*),..., x(iJ) = $(y(i,) ,..., y(ik)) (1 <j< h; 1 < i, ,..., i, < m). 
Hence by (7.3) and (7.4), 
~j(X(il),..e, x(ik))l < NME 131 (1 <j < h; 1 < i, ,..., ik < m). 
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